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Tearful Uber Worker Defends Accessibility Efforts At
ADA Trial
By Hannah Albarazi

Law360, San Francisco (January 24, 2022, 10:10 PM EST) -- Accessibility is not an afterthought at
Uber, a tearful employee testified Monday in a California federal bench trial over allegations that the
ride-hailing giant discriminates against people with disabilities by not providing wheelchair-accessible
vehicles in two Southern cities, saying Uber has spent millions of dollars trying to provide accessible
services.

 
On the final day of testimony in a bench trial before U.S. Chief District Judge Richard Seeborg — in
which Uber is accused of violating the Americans with Disabilities Act — Connor Fagent, Uber's North
America head of premium products, rejected plaintiffs' suggestion that the company does not
prioritize getting wheelchair-accessible vehicles, or WAVs, onto its platform.

  
 "I take a lot of pride in my work," Fagent said, holding back tears. "So, I feel like it's not true. I feel
like we've tried a lot of different experiments with a lot of different ways to improve the product, a lot
of different supply models, different pilots."

 
"I think the company has worked really hard to try to figure out something that no other company
has figured out," Fagent told the judge. "We're trying to make an on-demand accessible product that
no other company is at the level that we're at."

 
Fagent, who worked on Uber's WAV team for four years, also said that for Uber to run WAV service in
plaintiffs' home cities, it would cost Uber $400 per trip in New Orleans and more than $1,000 per trip
in Jackson, Mississippi. He also rejected plaintiffs' expert's opinion that UberWAV could be fully
funded if Uber added a 10-cent accessibility fee to every trip in those cities.

 
In cities where UberWAV already exists, Fagent said, there are reliability issues. But on cross-
examination, Fagent acknowledged that there were reliability issues platform-wide.

 
Plaintiffs Stephan Namisnak and Francis Falls, who are seeking wheelchair-accessible ride-hailing
options in New Orleans, and Scott Crawford, who is seeking the same in Jackson, brought
discrimination claims against Uber in 2017, claiming it fails to make WAVs available in their cities,
even though the company has managed to roll out the program in nearly a dozen other U.S. locales.

 
The plaintiffs, who all use motorized wheelchairs that weigh hundreds of pounds, say Uber is violating
the ADA by explicitly screening out WAVs from its platform and that Uber must provide them with the
requested reasonable accommodation.

 
But Uber maintains that WAVs are not in high demand and that forcing the company to acquire or
subsidize fleets of WAVs would thus be unreasonable and costly.

 
In August 2020, the Ninth Circuit rebuffed Uber's attempt to force the dispute into arbitration. A
three-judge appellate panel determined that the plaintiffs had sufficiently established their
standing to sue and that they weren't bound by the arbitration clause in Uber's terms and conditions.

 
The three-day remote bench trial before Judge Seeborg kicked off with opening statements on
Wednesday, with counsel for the plaintiffs arguing that Uber has a "deep-rooted accessibility problem"
and has been treating accessibility on its platform as an "afterthought."
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The plaintiffs argued that Uber could fully pay for WAV programs by adding an accessibility fee of just
pennies per ride to each trip and that Uber's vehicle requirements make it challenging for drivers with
WAV vehicles to sign up.

But counsel for Uber and its subsidiary Rasier LLC argued that launching a WAV program in Jackson
would be "prohibitively expensive" for Uber, and that if the court required Uber to offer a WAV
program there, it would lead to an "inevitable snowball effect" and to the same relief being requested
in "Anytown, USA."

Uber maintains that it has no regulatory requirement to provide WAVs in Jackson or New Orleans and
that the ADA does not require it to make unreasonable and cost-prohibitive accommodations sought
by the plaintiffs.

Uber said a finding in this case in the plaintiffs' favor would mean that any company would have to
raise the price of its services to accommodate people with disabilities.

The three plaintiffs testified on the opening day of trial, providing Judge Seeborg with their
heartbreaking memories of being stranded due to a lack of reliable transportation options. The
plaintiffs said they just want to be able to use the Uber app like everyone else and enjoy the
conveniences it provides others.

On Friday, after the plaintiffs rested their case in chief, Judge Seeborg rejected Uber's bid for an
early win, saying he believes this case is distinguishable from a recent decision in a bench trial before
U.S. District Judge William H. Alsup, in which that judge ruled in favor of rival Lyft.

On Monday, Uber's director of rider operations, Niraj Patel, testified that Uber has invested "nearly
$150 million over the last three years into this program, despite not being a company that's
consistently turned a profit."

Patel said Uber has to prioritize where it introduces UberWAV and does so based on where regulations
require it and where there is some public funding for it. He said Uber had also launched the service in
larger cities "to better understand WAV demand patterns and understand more about what it would
take to potentially have a self-sustaining marketplace."

Patel also rejected plaintiffs' suggestion that Uber treats WAV as an afterthought, saying his employer
had "engaged quite a bit" with members of the community and people with disabilities to understand
their feedback.

"We are, we believe, the national leader when it comes to on-demand WAV rides," Patel testified. "We
did more than 300,000 of them last year. So I think to say it's an afterthought is totally not true."

"It is a program that is a priority for us and one we continue to work on, "Patel testified.

Patel said one of the main obstacles to the success of the WAV programs is that the operational costs
of driving a WAV are higher, while the earning potential is lower, than that of drivers on Uber's main
platform.

On cross-examination, Patel testified that he does not think Uber has the capacity to invest additional
annual funds into WAV services without making a tradeoff in some other part of its business.

Uber rested its case Friday.

Counsel for the plaintiffs, Garret DeReus of Bizer & DeReus, told Law360 Monday, "For almost five
years our clients have been asking Uber to provide wheelchair-accessible service in the cities where
they live. We believe the evidence presented at the trial shows that Uber has several methods
through which it can provide this service, as it already does in eleven other cities throughout the
country."

"We're hopeful that Judge Seeborg will ultimately rule that it would be reasonable for Uber to enable
the UberWAV option in New Orleans and Jackson and remove the barriers that screen out wheelchair-
accessible vehicles from its service so that our clients can enjoy the convenience and freedom Uber
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offers to passengers without disabilities," DeReus said.

Closing arguments have not yet been scheduled, but are expected to take place in the coming weeks.

Counsel and representatives for Uber did not immediately respond to requests for comment Monday.

Namisnak, Falls and Crawford are represented by Garret DeReus of Bizer & DeReus LLC, William B.
Most of Aqua Terra Aeris Law Group and Karla Gilbride of Public Justice PC.

Uber and its subsidiary Rasier are represented by Ethel Johnson, Anne Marie Estevez, Stephanie
Schuster and Patrick A. Harvey of Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP.

The cases are Stephan Namisnak et al. v. Uber Technologies Inc., case number 3:17-cv-06124, and
Scott Crawford et al. v. Uber Technologies Inc., case number 3:17-cv-02664, both in the U.S. District
Court for the Northern District of California.  

--Editing by Peter Rozovsky.
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